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Introduction
Three of the principal agents behind Spartacus (Stanley Kubrick, 1960) were Jewish. These were screenwriter Howard Fast, on whose eponymous 1951 novel the film was based; star and motivating force behind the film, Kirk Douglas; and director Stanley Kubrick. 1 This resulted in references in the film to the Exodus from Egypt, the Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel, as well as other issues of contemporary concern to Jews in the late 1950s such as anticommunism, the civil rights movement, intolerance, the House Un-American Activities Committee's investigations into the movie industry and the resulting Hollywood blacklist. The film also commented on other issues of toleration -not specifically involving Jews, but other 'minority' races. 2 However, while such scholars as Geoffrey Cocks, Margaret Burton and Margaret Malamud, among others, have noted how Spartacus can be read as Jewish in these ways, they have done so with little recourse to the Kubrick and other archives. Consequently there is still scope to explore in more depth the underlying Jewish thematics of the film, particularly with reference to these archival materials, all of which shed significant light on the production process. In particular, they reveal that a key input was the very Jewish ideas of the non-Jewish screenwriter Dalton Trumbo who was brought on board Kubrick agreed to direct Spartacus for many reasons. First, it offered the chance to establish himself as a major Hollywood director. Second, it was an opportunity to helm a star-studded, big-budget, box office blockbuster. And, not having made a film since 1957, he needed to feed a young and growing family. While working on Paths, Kubrick had met Susanne Christian (née Christiane Susanne Harlan). Shortly thereafter, she became his girlfriend and they moved in together in Munich. They married in 1958. Susanne Christian already had a young daughter, Katharina. In 1959 their daughter Anya -Kubrick's first childwas born followed by his second daughter, Vivian, in 1960.
Kubrick surely empathised with Spartacus as a father figure. (He may well have later likened the experience of working on the studio production of Spartacus to that of a slave, too!) As a result, probably not un-coincidentally, Kubrick's own personal life and the stuff of Spartacus uncannily overlapped. It is significant that in Fast's novel, as well as in initial casting, the character of Spartacus' lover and wife, Varinia, was Germanic and the German actress Sabina Bethmann was screen-tested and hired for the part, mirroring Kubrick's own life at that time. Furthermore, Natalie Zemon Davis speculated that Kubrick was moved to end on Spartacus and Varinia's son surviving because of the birth of his two daughters (39).
Kubrick said, following the birth of Vivian:
When you get right down to it, the family is the most primitive and visceral and vital unit in our society. You may stand outside your wife's hospital room during childbirth uttering, 'My God, what a responsibility! … what am I doing here?' and then you go in and look down at the face of your child andzap!the most ancient programming takes over and your response is one of wonder and joy and pride .
The historical figure and plight of Spartacus and his fellow slaves also appealed to Kubrick. It was a clear choice in part because of its underlying left-wing and anti-the ostracised. Kubrick told the New York Times in 1960:
It concerns the outsider who is passionately committed to action against the social order. I mean the outsider in the Colin Wilson sense--the criminal, maniac, poet, lover, revolutionary. The protagonists of 'Paths of Glory', 'The Killing' [1956] ' Spartacus' and my next film, 'Lolita' [1962] , are all outsiders fighting to do some impossible thing, whether it's pulling a perfect robbery or saving innocent men from execution by a militaristic state or carrying on a love affair with a 12-year-old girl (Archer no pp.) .
At some point he had independently read Arthur Koestler's version of the Spartacus story,
The Gladiators (1939) .
Motivated by these concerns, as the archival production documents reveal, Kubrick was able to set his stamp on anything that was not nailed down (much to the annoyance of Douglas, Trumbo, the Production Code Administration and the National League of Decency).
Two major examples, of which there are many, were the removal of all but two lines of Spartacus' dialogue during the first 30 minutes and the orchestration of the climactic battle scene and its particularly gruesome shots of fighting, mass killings and mutilation. (Archer no pp.).
Consequently Kubrick was certainly willing to put his name to the script (Trumbo, memo to Edward Lewis, 21 Sep. 1960, Box 24, Folder 8, DT/WHS). In fact, Kubrick wrote to production aide, Stan Margulies, expressing his worry that Anthony Mann was receiving too much credit for his initial work on the film. 'I am extremely concerned that it be perfectly clear that Tony Mann did only 1 sequence in this film, the mine sequence. Or put it this way -that it's my film but 1 sequence'. He then urged Margulies to check 'exactly how many shooting days he did not counting tests or weekends.' He continued, 'Press people asked me over here how much of the film I did? I should be extremely depressed if this point were not absolutely clear to the American press and the Foreign as well!' (Kubrick, memo to Stan Margulies, 21 Oct. 1959, Box 33, Folder 9 , KD/WHS). He later said, 'I directed the actors, I composed the shots, and I edited the movie' (Phillps and Hill 374). Furthermore, in an interview with the New York Times, he boasted:
It's just as good as 'Paths of Glory', and certainly there's as much of myself in it. I don't mean to minimize the contributions of the others involved, but the director is only one who can authentically impose his personality onto a picture, and the result is his responsibility -partly because he's the only one who's always there (Archer, no pp.) .
Kubrick also gave his active assistance to the film's restoration in 1991. 4
David the Jew
At this time, the mid-to late 1950s were a period in which filmmakers, both Jewish and otherwise, began to introduce a wider range of Jewish themes and characters, including the Holocaust and Israel, into their films in a fashion not seen since the 1920s (Erens, Friedman) .
After what Henry Popkin called 'the great retreat' (51), Jews as Jews began to appear on the screen with more frequency. Explicit Jewishness was observable in such historical and biblical epics as The Ten Commandments (Cecil B. DeMille, 1956) , Ben-Hur (William Wyler, 1959) and Exodus (Otto Preminger, 1960 Through palimpsest, performance and casting, those who were familiar with Fast's novel were now invited to read Spartacus himself as Jewish. The novel provided various clues to reading Spartacus in this way. Spartacus was a 'Thracian' and, as Fast pointed out in his novel, Thracians were 'a grouping or profession more than a race, for there were numerous Jews and Greeks among themwho were most desired at this time. They fought with the sica, a short, slightly curved dagger, the common weapon in Thrace and Judea, where most of them were reunited' (105). Furthermore, 'in the sporting language of the city of Rome and in the common slang of the arena, a Thracian was anyone who fought with the sica. Thereby, the Jew was a Thracian' ).
Douglas's Jewishness certainly motivated him to make Spartacus in the first place. As he recalled:
Looking at these ruins, and at the Sphinx and the pyramids in Egypt, at the palaces in India, I wince. I see thousands and thousands of slaves carrying rocks, beaten, starved, crushed, dying. I identify with them. As it says in the Torah: 'Slaves were we unto Egypt.' I come from a race of slaves. That would have been my family, me' (357).
Douglas therefore desired, according to Elley, 'a Roman variation on the let-my-people-gotheme' (110). As a result, Spartacus very much reads like a Moses-like liberator who, having killed the overseer, leads the slaves out of captivity and into a Promised Land he will never see Wyke 69) . In another nod to Moses, of whom it is written 'no one knows his burial place to this day' (Deut 34.6), the whereabouts of Spartacus' grave are also unknown. And some of the publicity of the film posed Spartacus in a Moses-like fashion, standing with a burning touch ('Let my people go!') while the battle rages around him (Hughes 77) . Catholic viewers certainly upheld this reading, detecting Jewish traces in the film; a National League of Decency reviewer, Elizabeth Schmitt, for example, referred to Varinia (Jean Simmons) as 'a proud young Jewess' (USCCBC).
Douglas was also 'a passionate supporter of Zionism and Israeli independence' (Baxter 133) . This was showcased in his earlier role as a traumatized death-camp survivor in The Juggler. 'After bouts of violence and flight across the country, he finds love and prospect of recovery on a northern border kibbutz, the redemptive qualities of Jewish rural settlements in the Galilee later being a theme also in Exodus' (Goodman 211 Certainly, Dalton Trumbo, along with various critics have suggested that the import of Koestler's ideas into the film was Kubrick's idea (Cooper, Radford) , hinting that, like Douglas, Kubrick shared some affection for the Zionist project.
Antoninus ('the Jew')
The removal of the explicit Jewishness of David the Jew also allowed for the further exploration of Jewish masculinity through the introduction of a character that did not appear in Fast's novel: the Greek slave boy Antoninus who becomes like a son to Spartacus. It is nowhere identified in the film that Antoninus is Jewish; however, as with the character of Spartacus, the casting of the Jewish actor, Tony Curtis, in the rolewhich was specially created for him (Douglas 369 )is the first clue towards uncovering Antoninus' Jewishness.
Curtis was born Bernard Schwartz in 1925 at the same Flower Hospital in Manhattan that was part of the medical school at which Kubrick's father trained (Cocks 26) . What is more, as played by Curtis, Antoninus provides 'a token urban component' (Braden 178) Kubrick and Curtis bonded in a way that anticipated the director's relationship with Peter Sellers on his next two films. Curtis recalled, 'We were about three years separated in age, and we had an excellent relationship' (Hughes 69) . Christiane Kubrick added that Kubrick 'loved Tony Curtis, because they had lots in common' (Bogdanovich 1999) . Cocks notes that when Kubrick 'was unhappily dealing the lack of directorial control and the intimidation and arrogance of established actors and technicians, many of them Gentile, on Spartacus, his first and last big-budget Hollywood assignment, he found refuge in friendship with Tony Curtis' (26). As a result, Radford speculates that Kubrick concentrated more on Antoninus who, 'after the breakout, Spartacus seems to value just as highly as Varinia [Jean Simmons]' even to the extent that there 'was a plan to give Antoninus more of Varinia's part at one stage' (no pp.).
Consequently, where David's Jewishness was rendered non-explicit by the final shooting script, those traces that did remain (and which had not been sucked up by Spartacus) were absorbed into the character of Antoninus who, as a result, certainly reveals some stereotypical Jewish traits. Antoninus is a poet and a scholar who taught his master's children. He is also a singer and performer of magic tricks. Furthermore, according to Trumbo, Antoninus possessed a 'somber, feminine beauty' (DVD). Although this might seem to play against the tough macho type discussed above, the queer, feminine and sissy Jew was very much a key part of Jewish self-characterization over the centuries and became a key way in which Jews defined their own masculinity (Boyarin) . This is underlined by the fact that where Antoninus is the subject of Spartacus' fatherly affection, he is the object of the homosexual desire of the Roman general and politician Marcus Licinius Crassus (Laurence Olivier). Given to him as a gift, Crassus chooses Antoninus as his body servant because of his youth and beauty. He wants to engineer an opportunity to seduce him. Trumbo even worried about the 'homosexual implications of the Antoninus death scene, and the kiss, especially given Crassus' presence' (DVD). Curtis' previous cross-dressing role in Some Like it Hot lends weight to this interpretation.
Menschlikayt
The introduction of the character of Antoninus also facilitated another Jewish strategy Crassus: Of course not. It is all a matter of taste, isn't it?
Antoninus: Yes, master.
Crassus: And taste is not the same as appetite, and therefore not a question of morals.
Antoninus: It could be argued so, master.
Crassus: My robe, Antoninus. My taste includes both snails and oysters. 7 Knowledge of kashrut (the Jewish dietary laws) here introduces extra critical commentary on the scene. According to the laws of kashrut, seafood is only kosher if it has fins and scales.
Consequently, all shellfish (indeed anything with a shell) is forbidden. The symbolic or allegorical interpretation of the kashrut laws has it that fins and scales on a fish are signs of endurance and self-control; the lack of them can be construed to mean wild, impetuous abandon. Shells here stand as a code for wantonness and excess. Thus the metaphor of 'snails and oysters' hints at Crassus' warped sexuality, licentiousness, and narcissistic, libertine allconsuming but entirely self-directed passions . Crassus' turpitude, as expressed through his sybaritic and treyf (explicitly non-kosher) tastes indicates the feelings of Jewish repugnance towards Crassus and the Romans.
The emphasis placed on the distinction between the Romans and the slaves was part of the film's wider strategy in which a series of binary opposites are pitched against one another as if in gladiatorial combat, namely Romans vs. slaves, civilization vs. barbarity, and deviancy vs. heterosexuality, and 'goyim naches' vs. menschlikayt. Denied the right to bear arms, ride horses, duel, joust or arch competitively, Jews, in return disparagingly called such pursuits goyim naches (literally 'pleasure for/of the gentiles'). Goyim naches was 'the contemptuous Jewish term for those characteristics that in European culture have defined a man as manly: physical strength, martial activity, and aggressiveness' (Boyarin 78) . Since the word goy (Hebrew: singular of goyim, meaning gentiles) is related to that of geviyah (Hebrew: 'body'), the word goyim can also be interpreted to mean a 'preoccupation with the body, sensuality, rashness, and ruthless force' (Sammons 91 Instead, a code of menschlikayt was developed, as a means of articulating Jewish superiority through a refusal to share the aggressive values of the Jews' oppressors. Deriving from the Yiddish term mensch (literally 'man'), meaning a decent, upstanding, ethical, and responsible person with admirable characteristics, menschlikyat is the Yiddish expression referring to ethical responsibility, social justice, and decency for others expressed in kindness.
Menschlikayt emphasized the moderate, meek, timid and intellectual values of Yiddishkeit (Jewishness/Jewish culture). Menschlikyat critiqued the values of the predominant goyische masculinity and its goyim naches. Yiddishist Irving Howe defined it as 'a readiness to live for ideals beyond the clamor of the self, a sense of plebeian fraternity, an ability to forge a community of moral order even while remaining subject to a society of social disorder, and a persuasion that human existence is a deeply serious matter for which all of us are finally accountable' (645). The Yiddish writer Leo Rosten described a mensch -the term at the heart of mesnschlikayt -as follows:
1. A human being. 'After all, he is a mensh, not an animal.'
2. An upright, honorable, decent person. 'Come on, act like a mensh!' 3. Someone of consequence; someone to admire and emulate: someone of noble character. 'Now, there is a real mensch!'
The hero of Uris' Exodus, Ari Ben Canaan, provided the template of what Rebecca Alpert called the 'macho mensch' (109). According to Alpert, the macho-mensch 'displays three characteristics: he is an outstanding athlete; he is an ethical human being who displays his virtues through gentility and kindness; and he is demonstrably connected to his Jewish identity, marking his menschlichkeit through the attributes of loyalty and bravery.' He is also a 'conqueror with a conscience', combining his power with morality (ibid.).
Certainly, this definition applies to Spartacus as depicted in the film, which goes to great lengths to articulate the difference between the 'animal' and the 'mensch'. Trumbo pointed out how 'Spartacus begins as an animal and becomes a man, 8 that is he becomes conscious of other than himself, that the essence of manhood is to rise above the petty ambitions of one's self with something larger, with mankind as a whole'. As the producer Edward Lewis put it, Spartacus begins as a 'beast of burden' and the film 'dramatize[s] his growth as a man' (DVD). Trumbo described their 'efforts to make Spartacus a human being, a man of nobility, a humane leader' (DVD). Even Mann, before he was fired, implored Douglas to 'Play him [Spartacus] with a spark of decency, of humanity' (Baxter 129).
Spartacus begins the film, in the words of Trumbo, as 'a powerful, filthy, brutalized animal' (DVD). All he can do is bite the ankle of a guard when he seeks to assist a fellow slave. Furthermore, when he is transported to the gladiatorial school, he (along with the other new gladiators) is branded, a practice that was only used on animals in ancient Rome Indeed, any awkward or uncomfortable facts that contradicted the image of Spartacus as a mensch were suppressed in order to preserve his reputation. Even a tough hero such as Spartacus was expected not to be fully macho or goyish. Kubrick wrote, at the time, 'it is essential for Spartacus to be motivated by a simple, straightforward positive belief in the goodness of man, together with a faith in the eventual ascendance of human dignity. He must not be motivated by negative rationalizations of the slaves [sic] Kubrick had emphasised to Lewis and Trumbo (20 Nov. 1959 ) that it was 'essential for Spartacus to be motivated by a simple, straightforward positive belief in the goodness of man, together with a faith in the eventual ascendance of human dignity. He must not be motivated by negative rationalizations of the slaves [sic] plight.' Thus, as Cyrino points out, 'the film resists any glorification of violent rebellion, focusing instead on a hero who becomes inexplicably more pacifist as the film continues' (116). For example, Hark notes how Spartacus 'disingenuously elides the process by which the slaves amass a looted fortune of 50 million sesterces in order to buy transportation out of the country' (161). Furthermore, the film's stress on the love story between Varinia and Spartacus domesticates Spartacus by focusing on his role as a husband and father (in keeping with the gender roles and family values of the 1950s), further distracting attention from his political and revolutionary successes, but it also has the effect of humanising him, emphasising his role as both a real and symbolic father, and of being a mensch (Futrell) . This is cemented when Spartacus kills Antoninus: as a mercy killing in order to prevent a lengthier torturous death by crucifixion, it is an act of (Jewish) love rather than (Roman) violence for its own sake.
Kubrick the Jew
The precise reasons for the downplaying of the Jewishness of the David character are not clear. One explanation might be that, as Fiona Radford points out Another reason, Cocks suggests, was narrative and box-office economy (100).
According to Trumbo, it was because Kubrick was a guy who is a Jew, and he's a man who hates Jews. He has said to me that the Jews are responsible for their own persecutions because they have separated themselves from the rest of humanity. He has said this to me in relation to the slaves and Spartacus ('Notes', 23 Aug. 1959, Box 24, Folder 8, DT/WHS Stanley took a great interest in my catastrophic family background. We spoke about it a great deal. People asked him, "How could you marry a German woman, especially one with a background like that?" I thought a lot about the fact that no one could have taken a greater interest in my family background than Stanley, who understood that I came from the other side, which was the opposite of his [background] . But he also knew that my generation could plead innocence: I was very young during the Holocaust, though at the same time old enough to remember everything (Karpel, no pp.) . and The Vikings (Richard Fleischer, 1958) . In the latter film he had starred alongside Curtis who had earlier featured in The Black Shield of Falworth (Rudolph Maté, 1954) , as well as Some Like It Hot, in which he dated Sugar Kane Kowalczyk, played by Marilyn Monroe, who as mentioned above, was at that time, married to Jewish playwright Arthur Miller. As we have seen, Monroe and Miller's marriage provided a model template of sorts for Kubrick.
Conclusion
Despite the restrictions, in the adaptation of Spartacus Kubrick began to articulate those interests that not only defined the rest of his oeuvre but were also among the key concerns among American Jews in the 1960s, in particular a concern with Jewish gender, masculinity, manliness and ethical behaviour, embodied in the new character type of the macho-mensch.
This material is clearly still present Spartacus, even if not explicitly Jewish, and with an allstar cast of Jewish and Gentile actors Kubrick succeeded in producing a blockbusting epic that had something to say about Jewishness as well. Yet, because of the fraught nature of the adaptation process, containing a myriad of conflicting interventions --Fast, Trumbo, Douglas and the big name British cast --Kubrick's individual vision was not as wholly defined as he may have liked. Instead, Kubrick had to wait to be freed of studio control and the influence of others' dominant opinions to more fully articulate his authorial voice. Nonetheless, traces of the underlying Jewish thematics remained beneath the surface of Spartacus. Their hidden presence, and the reasons for their non-explicitness, have much to tell us about Kubrick's biography and career and indicate the directions that he would take in adapting his future films.
